
DISTANT LEARNING ASSIGNMENTS 

SPRING 2020 

This packet includes copies of two still-life arrangements and the          
instructions for the assignments. I suggest you do them between English           
and Math, Math and Science, and Science and Social Studies. Take a            
break from those required subjects and refresh by “doing art”. Assignment           
one is the still-life with teapot and bottles and is to be in black & white i.e. a                  
still-life drawing in graphite pencils only. Any graphite pencil will be ok,            
suggest using two or three different types or kinds. Assignment two is the             
still-life with toys and is to be in color using colored pencils, and/or markers,              
and/or Crayola. The third assignment is open to be anything you want. Use             
those skills and knowledge developed in class to design and visualize what            
you know and feel. Art is an elective however it should not be ignored nor               
forgotten.  

Start all three assignments with a warm up sheet along with practice and a              
planning sheet. Do not throw these away, keep them with the completed            
assignment. Use ANY unlined white paper of 8.5X11 size or larger that            
you have available. When you begin your drawing assignment: 

(1)Have a newspaper or some other papers under your drawing paper,           
this will add depth and richness to your lines and value. 

(2)For assignments one and two have the image of the still-life in front of              
you, vertically as if looking at it through a window, or on screen, or as               
a picture hanging on the wall. This will allow for even lighting and             
perspective of the subject. Assignment three treat the same, have the           
image vertically in front of you for a visual source. 

(3)Start by sketching and proportioning everything to fill the page. This           
will aid you in filling the page by being able to shift left, right, up, or                
down the objects as a group however do not rearrange the objects of             
the still-life (assignments one & two) drawing them in the relationship           
they have to each other. 

(4)Then develop by adding contour, shadow, shading, background, and         
foreground, be expressive this is “your” translation. Remember        
assignment one is to be black & white, assignment two is in color,             
and assignment three is of your choice. When using color think back            



to color theory and consider color as value i.e. light, medium and            
dark.  

(5)Occasionally walk away from your drawing letting it rest and to give            
your eye a fresh/honest look at what you have accomplished. 

(6)Before submitting, evaluate, make any corrections/additions needed,       
clean up the work of unwanted lines, marks and smudges; sign, date,            
include grade and class on the BACK of the drawing. Paper clip all             
warm up, practice and planning sheets you used to complete the           
assignment and keep them in a SAFE place, will be looking forward            
to seeing them “in person” in the Fall. Congratulate yourself for work            
well done. Photograph and submit to my school email address, if           
unable to do so email me or notify the school of their completion and              
will be expecting to see your work in the Fall. 

(7)Sorry we did not get around to working in clay however if possible this              
Summer, starting 8 June, the Seminole State College Business and          
Industry Office is offering classes in hand building with clay, that I will             
be teaching. If interested contact Stephen Brooks <        
S.Brooks@sscok.edu, or (405)382-9950 ext. 261, or me at        
bartosj@bethel.k12.ok.us, or through the Middle School Office and I         
will make sure you get into the class. 

Wishing everyone the best of health. 

John Bartos, Bethel Middle School Art Teacher. 
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